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THE COUNTRYSIDE
TEAM AT A GLANCE
The Countryside team manage ten nature
reserves across East Devon, which are open
at all times to the public, and are free to visit.
Our aim is to preserve the outstanding East
Devon countryside and promote the use of
outdoor green space across the district.
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Seaton
Wetlands
A look at the year
from our primary Local
Nature Reserve in Seaton

Image: River Axe view
from Seaton Wetlands
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By JAMES CHUBB
Countryside Team Leader (Sites)

2018 saw a host of
improvement works on the
wetlands, as well as a major
project to recolonise a familiar
face to the nature reserve.
Last year’s car park improvement
work had led to a rough finished
surface which some cyclists and
wheelchair users found hard to
negotiate. Thanks to the sterling
efforts of the Seaton Wetlands
Tuesday Task Force, the stone
brought to the surface from
tyre wear was raked up and
used elsewhere on the site to
provide better footing. Disabled
parking bays and new donation
post signage were also installed,
the corresponding increase in
spontaneous donations in the car
park are evidence of how well
received this work has been.
Possibly the most
transformative project in the
history of Black Hole Marsh,
short of its creation, was
undertaken this year with the
removal of overhead power lines
across the lagoon. A section of

seven telegraph posts of electrical
powerline was undergrounded by
Western Power Distribution in a
project which lasted four weeks
and led to severe disruption on
the site. The disruption was well
advertised to site users, and the
project managers from Western
Power Distribution worked
tirelessly to ensure this was kept
to a minimum. Pylons sited on
islands in Black Hole Marsh were
adjudged to be leaning at an
angle which meant safely climbing
them would be impossible for
routine maintenance and, if a bird
strike was to take out the cable,
the cost of replacement would
be considerable. The decision
was taken to underground the
wire, the costs of this work
were covered by Western Power
Distribution. A trench was cut
through 50% of the site to link
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Above: signets at
Seaton Wetlands,
part of our 2019
calendar competition

The most significant
spectacle came with
an overnight increase
in black-tailed godwit
numbers when the
lines were down
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the southern and northern points, and trunked
cabling installed to allow the pylons to be removed.
Due to their location on the middle of the
lagoon, the pylons were removed with a novel
method, never before attempted in the company’s
history! A helicopter was used to airlift the poles
out of the ground and drop them safely on to the
site for use elsewhere. Each pole was winched
securely to allow a climber to ascend, while in
position the helicopter flew down and a cable was
attached to the top of the pole. Once the climber
was safely out of the way the pole was felled like a
tree, with the last hinge of timber being snapped by
the helicopter pilot to give total control of the half
tonne timber, and it was lifted off and away!
Each evening after the work, barn owls were
seen hunting across and around the lagoon, as if

Below: WPD working
to remove overhead
power lines

Below: Seaton Wetlands
has been busy with
visitors of all ages

Above: Volunteers maintaining
the sandmartin cliff

55,000
visitors
per year

58

events run
throughout
2018

52

educational
trips hosted

nothing had happened earlier in the day
and the most significant spectacle came
with an overnight increase in black-tailed
godwit numbers when the lines were
down. On the final day of the project
there were 10–15 godwit on the lagoon,
while the following day to the cables being
removed this rose to over 30 birds! Within
a few weeks the site had attracted record
numbers of over 70 black-tailed godwit for
September and it will be interesting to see
this winter’s bird numbers develop without
this obstruction overhead.
The beginning of the year was less
positive with a loss of our kestrel brood
at Colyford Common, the family group
which proves so popular on the nest cam!
Records show that the male disappeared
for a period of several days and once
the female was forced off incubating the
downy chicks, they were all taken over the
course of five days, with crows being the
prime suspect. Our kestrel box at Seaton
Marshes successfully raised four chicks as
with 2017, and work will take place this
winter to help the Colyford Common pair
mitigate predation.
Over the summer months the path at
the Borrow Pit at Seaton Marshes was
extended to become a fully accessible
surface encompassing the entire pond.
For years the path has led wheelchairs
and pushchairs around one third of the

£3,500
taken at the
Discovery Hut
in donations

water’s edge, but thanks to a successful
grant application to the Tesco Bags for
Life scheme by the Axe Vale and District
Conservation Society, money was raised
to complete the path for the full circuit.
Costs were further saved by carrying
out the spreading and grading of the
stone surface by hand with volunteers,
employing two contractors solely to
work mini diggers and dumpers to move
stone around the site. The work was
pretty physical, but the resulting path is a
massive improvement for people enjoying
the marshes, and the working party was
kept company each day by a kingfisher
patrolling the water nearby.
In September a major project took
place and the first batch of water voles
was released as part of a two-year
project funded by site donations, East
Devon District Council and the Axe Vale
& District Conservation Society. Working
closely with Derek Gow Consultants,
213 voles were soft released over the
course of a week and are currently being
monitored on the site to closely track
their progress. Mink are the primary
reason why the 2008 project failed to
flourish as we would have liked and new
technology is helping us trap and remove
this non-native predator from the nature
reserve and so give a healthier outlook
for our new water voles into the future. Image: Signets,

image from the 2019
Countryside calendar
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Nature
reserves
News and updates
from our other nature
reserves in East Devon
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Left: Sunset
at Trinity Hill

By NATHAN ROBINSON
Nature Reserve Ranger

Another interesting
year on the local
nature reserves
which are looking
as beautiful as ever –
with blue sky days
aplenty!

Left: night walk event
at Trinity Hill Local
Nature Reserve

The fantastic summer certainly helped the survey
volunteers, who continue to record wildlife sightings
and monitor the health of our sites. Butterfly
surveys provide useful biological indicators to the
condition of the wildlife habitat, 68 butterfly surveys
were undertaken across five sites, representing
over 180 hours of volunteer time. The valuable
data collected helps to guide our site management
and is also fed into the UK Butterfly Monitoring
Scheme, which provides information on butterfly
populations nationally. In addition we conducted
breeding bird surveys in collaboration with the RSPB
and riverfly surveys to monitor water quality at
Seaton Wetlands.
Last winter, trees and scrub were cleared from
Trinity Hill restoring the heathland habitat and
promoting greater biodiversity. An area of 0.4 ha
was cleared and coppiced back to promote new
growth and establish heather heath. This work
favours heathland specialists such as the nightjar,
Countryside team annual review 2018
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Ponies on
Fire Beacon Hill

Our nature reserves (see map on page 30)

2

coastal nature
reserves

3

woodland
nature reserves

1

wetland nature
reserve

2

heathland
nature reserves

3

community
nature reserves

a priority species for Trinity Hill
and nationally. The nightjar is
a migratory bird which over
winters in Sub-Saharan Africa
and visits the UK in the summer,
travelling to places such as
Trinity Hill to breed. The nightjar
is a ground-nesting, nocturnal
species which favours areas
of lowland heathland, thanks
to our management work this
fascinating creature is thriving
at Trinity Hill. This year’s surveys
indicated that the reserve may
support up to five breeding pairs,
which given their territorial
behaviour is a high concentration
of birds!
Once again this summer,
five Exmoor ponies returned
to Trinity Hill, providing
essential follow up grazing to
areas cleared over the winter.
Visitors will have noticed a
change to the car parking
arrangements with a reduction
10
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in parking allocation and the
creation of new roadside bays.
Improvements to the existing car
park were undertaken alongside
improvements to the adjacent
habitat. This area is now gated
and reserved for events and
volunteering. These steps have
been successful in tackling antisocial behaviour and littering
issues, whilst still providing
adequate provision of spaces
for visitors to enjoy the reserve.
This year saw a new
working partnership between
the countryside team and
the Axewoods co-operative.
Axewoods are a local group
of volunteers who work with
woodland landowners to carry
out woodland management in
return for wood fuel. A new
partnership with the group
was developed to help with the
conservation management of
Holyford Woods and Trinity Hill,

where the group assisted with tree felling
tasks and timber extraction. This great initiative
works to the mutual benefit of both groups,
and provides additional resourcing to the
conservation management of our reserves.
New steps have been taken to protect the
wildlife at Exmouth Local Nature Reserve, a site
of international importance for its assemblages
of over-wintering birds. The establishment of a
wildlife refuge area within the reserve, restricts
access during winter months. The refuge is located
in the ‘Duckpond’ area of the reserve and covers
the majority of the eel grass beds, allowing birds to
feed on this valuable estuarine larder undisturbed.
It is this food resource that many of the migratory
birds including Brent geese and widgeon travel
to feed on during the winter months.
After a long consultation period with local
residents and estuary users the refuge areas
were finalised in the summer, ready for winter
2018. The voluntary exclusion area is active
from 15 September to 31 December. Work has
been underway to promote the new refuge and
encourage all users to avoid this sensitive area
of the local nature reserve. The Countryside team
has worked collaboratively with the Exe Estuary
Partnership and the South East Devon Habitat
Regulation Partnership to bring forward this vital
change. The project is part of an estuary wide
initiative to help protect its special wildlife and
characteristics, with new wildlife refuge areas
also being created at the high tide roosting
site at Dawlish Warren.
This year has also seen some major
improvements to footpaths and signage. Knapp
Copse Local Nature Reserve has benefited
from two new interpretation panels which include
greatly improved maps for orientation around the
site. In addition, new oak fingerposts were installed
across the site to mark a circular walk and
help visitors navigate to the East Devon
Way, site viewpoints and back to the car park.
At Delderfield on Peak Hill, Sidmouth we have
created a new permissive footpath through the
community nature reserve, enabling visitors to take
a linear diversion off the South West Coast Path to
enjoy this wildflower meadow. The meadow which
is cut for hay and then aftermath grazed by sheep,
required two new pedestrian gates along
the path to keep the field stock proof, and new
signage to formalise the path. This work has
helped increase site footfall and ensures the
area is enjoyed in the years to come.

A site of international
importance for its
assemblages of
over-wintering birds

2,500

hours dedicated by
practical volunteering
groups for the
Countryside team

£18,750

equated worth of
labour provded (based
on £7.80 min wage)

Trinity Hill
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South West
Coast Path
Sections of the path continue to
be managed by the Countryside
team for the benefit of local
people and tourists
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Left: Beer, an
entry to our
2019 calendar
competition

By DAVE PALMER
Countryside Ranger

There have been several major
improvements on the path
throughout the year.
In February a very boggy and
eroded 50m section of the
Undercliffs path was by-passed by
cutting a new route through thick
scrub alongside the existing line.
Also in the Undercliffs some
major felling took place to
open up a magnificent view
across Charton Bay, and in July
a boardwalk was replaced at
Pinhay. The existing one had
been in place over 15 years and
had been repaired several times
in recent months. Fortunately,
the boardwalk was close to one
of the few access points, and
so with volunteer help the old
one was removed in stages and
new sections positioned, staked
and decked over four sessions.
The total finished length was
approximately 23m.
Stony Lane in Axmouth
was the focus of a number of
complaints after the very wet
winter. Standing water and
thick mud made walking very
difficult. This was rectified by
a contractor using plant to
scrape the surface back to a
hard base. Approximately 30
tonnes of accumulated mud was

removed. This has been a huge
improvement, and subsequent
hedge cutting should allow more
light and air in to improve the
drying process.
Less major works occurred
on the Underhooken stretch
between Beer and Branscombe.
In March a 5m section slumped
leaving a very narrow and
potentially dangerous path. This
was widened and revetting put in
place to stabilise the slope, and
in August a block of 15 steps, in
a flight of 130 leading to the cliff
top were replaced. The others
are still in good condition.
Fortunately in East Devon
we don’t seem to suffer from
too much vandalism, but in May
concerted efforts were made
to destroy a bridge at West
Down Farm near Sandy Bay.
Damage was extensive, and
because of crops in the fields a
long walk ensued carrying tools
and materials backwards and
forwards many times over
two days.
The most significant problem
on the Coast Path occurred in
September on the very popular

Approximately
30 tonnes of
accumulated mud
was removed. This
has been a huge
improvement.
riverside section from Budleigh
seafront towards South Farm
Bridge. A breach in the flood
bank resulted in the path being
totally undermined at the first
kissing gate and subsequently
collapsing.
A closure order is in effect
at the time of writing, and
the issue has yet to be resolved
by the Environment Agency.
A diversion is in place but is
not proving popular with walkers.
At the end of the summer
the Wild East Devon team
and friends and family walked
a 17 mile section of the East
Devon South West Coast Path
in support of the South West
Coast Path Association. The
group enjoyed stunning views and
raised £145 for the trust which
champions the national trail.
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Education
Schools, families and council
tenants are among the many
people the Countryside team
have reached to encourage
outdoor learning
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By MEG KNOWLES
and PENNY EVANS
Education Rangers

Bringing education to life
with outdoor learning.
5,026

This year the Education Rangers worked
with 5,026 children on nature reserves,
green spaces, and coastal sites across
East Devon.
Sessions aim to actively engage young
people with their natural environment,
enhancing classroom teaching with real
world experiences, bringing education
to life with outdoor learning.
The Education Rangers work closely
with teachers and group leaders before
visits to create a programme of activities
to best support their learning. The
activities offered cover a wide range of
subjects and topics. These have included
ecology and habitat studies (pond and
stream dipping, bug hunting and learning
about how creatures are adapted to their
habitats) as well as literacy and story
themed adventures, crafts using natural
materials, campfire cooking and bushcraft.

Children worked with on
nature reserves, green
spaces and coastal sites
across East Devon

Children worked with: yearly comparison
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Teacher training
Building on the success of last year’s
maths based teacher training day,
five further professional development
sessions have been run this year. These
have provided practical support in the
delivery of outdoor learning for 54
teachers and early years providers.
These sessions have included a repeat of
the ‘Developing Young Mathematicians
Outdoors’ course run with support from
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Date Thursday 21 June
2018
Venue Cranbrook Education
Campus,
Tillhouse Road, Cranbrook,
Exeter, EX5 7EE
Time 9.15am to 3.30pm
Cost £60 (including lunch
and refreshments
throughout the day)
Tutors David Weatherly,
School Improvement Adviser
Meg Knowles, Education
Ranger,
East Devon District Council
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GET IN TOUCH
01395 516551, countryside@eastd
evon.gov.uk
Follow us on social media
@wildeastdevon

s0086_Countryside teacher

Professional
development
opportunity:
Outdoor learning
in the early years

Leaflets
from
recent
sessions
The course

Activities to inspire outdoor
learning for
Early Years and KS1 practitioners.
A handson day giving you skills
to deliver high quality
year round outdoor learning,
with ideas and
activities you can use
in your setting. The day
will cover the breadth
of the EYFS and KS1
curriculum including:

• Using outdoor story themed
adventures to
inspire language development,
imaginative
play and child-led learning.
• Exploring the natural world
through activities
that will help develop observation
skills and
foster a greater understanding
of the world.
• Ideas for developing mathematical
skills and
concepts outdoors including
counting,
comparison, sorting and
shape.
• Putting together resources
for outdoor
learning from natural, re-purposed
and
cheaply available materials.

Date Thursday 24 May
2018
Venue Seaton Wetlands,
Devon, EX12 2SP
Time 9.30am to 3.30pm
Cost £50 (price includes
lunch and refreshments
throughout the day)
Tutors Penny Evans
and Meg Knowles,
Education Rangers, East
Devon District Council
with over 20 years outdoor
learning experience

Booking

To request an invoice or
pay by
complete the attached booking cheque, please
form and return to;
Countryside, East Devon
District Council, Knowle,
Sidmouth, EX10 8HL.

Places on the day are limited
booking is therefore advisable.to 25, early

Please note that the full
fee will be charged if a
place is cancelled within
12 working days of the
training day. Substituting
another colleague in
the event of unforeseen
circumstances is of course
entirely acceptable.

We look forward to
meeting and
working with you on
the day.

GET IN TOUCH
01395 516551, countryside@eastd
evon.gov.uk
Follow us on social media
@wildeastdevon

training poster.indd 1
13/04/2018 11:28:44

S0267_Countryside outdoor

learning flyer_A4.indd

1
13/04/2018 11:26:41
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5

professional
development
sessions ran

54

teachers attended
these sessions
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Left: Moormead
Orchard blossom day
event. Below: teacher
training: developing young
mathematicians outdoors

Children enjoying
a foraging session

Children are more
active, more engaged
and more inspired when
learning outdoors

52

educational
visits to Seaton
Wetlands

48

outreach sessions
at other East Devon
nature reserves

13

free sessions led
for uniformed
groups

‘Developing
Young
Mathematicians
Outdoors’
course
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school improvement advisor
and curriculum consultant
David Weatherly, as well as a
day aimed at pre-school and
key stage 1 teachers ‘Outdoor
Learning in the Early Years’.
In addition to these days the
Education Rangers have run
after school ‘twilight’ sessions
with Sidbury and Offwell primary
school teachers aimed
at helping them to get the
most out of outdoor learning
in their school grounds and
immediate locality.
Resourcing schools with the
ability to take children outside
to learn supports our health
and wellbeing agenda. Children
are more active, more engaged
and more inspired when learning
outdoors. However, teachers
need support with strategies of
how to deliver learning outside
of the classroom, alongside facing
pressures from head teachers
to raise standards and focus on
core subjects such as literacy
and numeracy.

Outreach Work
A large proportion of the school
visits occur at Seaton Wetlands,
where Higher Level Stewardship
funding (Natural England) allows
us to offer educational sessions
free of charge. In addition to
this a growing number of visits
are occurring on other sites
across the district. This year
48 outreach sessions have been
delivered on other East Devon
District Council nature reserves
(at Exe Estuary, Trinity Hill, Fire
Beacon Hill and The Maer Local
Nature Reserve, and The Knapp
Community Nature Reserve)
as well as in school grounds,
in Offwell woods, on Exmouth,
Budleigh and Jacob’s ladder
beaches and in other green
spaces. These have included 13
sessions with uniformed groups
on Fire Beacon Hill which were
free for the groups to access
due to Higher Level Stewardship
funding for this site.
In addition to school sessions,
Education Rangers have provided
activities at two family focused
events at the Thelma Hulbert
gallery and at two sessions with
the Ottery Memory cafe, and
have run four family activity days
for the Axe Vale and District
Conservation Society.

41

activity sessions
provided for
council tenants

12

Housing work
One and a half days a week of
Education Ranger time is funded
through East Devon District
Council Housing budget. This
additional funding facilitates
outreach work which aims to
engage the community in areas
with high levels of council
housing with the outstanding
environment; to encourage
more people to use their local
green spaces; and to provide a
supported ‘way-in’ for families
and young people to spend
more time outdoors. This year
the funding has allowed us to
provide 41 activity sessions.
These have included activities
at each of the community
development SWITCH youth clubs
in Millwey, Axminster, Honiton
and Littleham, supporting and
providing activities for the SWITCH
Easter camp. Activities have
also been run at each of the
four community development
festivals and eight fun days. In
addition young families in East
Devon have been supported in
gaining confidence in getting
outside through 14 sessions with
children’s centres in Littleham,
Exmouth, Axminster, Honiton
and Seaton.

activities provided at
community festivals
and fun days

Providing a supported
‘way-in’ for families and
young people to spend
more time outdoors

Outdoor learning
has taken place
across East Devon

14

sessions provided in
partnership with local
Children’s Centres
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Events
development
Events in the East Devon
countryside continue to
inspire all ages and interests
to spend time outdoors
18
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Left: Canoe Safari
at Seaton Wetlands

By ELEANOR TAYLOR
Information and Events Officer

People travelled across the region
to take part and many tourists
also attended our events.
Below (L to R):
plant and cake
sale, birdwatching
for children events

Nathan and David were great, the
activity was superb and Nathan even
provided a cup of tea before the start for
those who arrived early. The walk was
excellent with pauses where Nathan gave
us relevant info about nightjars including
photos and a short audio clip on his
phone of the churring noise the birds
make. We both saw and heard nightjars.
A super evening.

The Countryside team ran 120 events.
Events were run at locations across East
Devon, attracting over 2,700 participants.
33 events were delivered in partnership
with organisations including the Axe Vale
and District Conservation Society, Tai Chi
Momentum and Windrush Willow.

—Lesley Houghton, nightjar night walk
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Left: 2018
summer holiday
club activities

▼ Where have people heard
about our events? Info via
online booking form

20%
word of
mouth

18%
social
media

32%
events
guide

13%

Countryside
website

2%

9%

local
newspaper

local
magazine

2% 3%

online event
listing

Countryside
newsletter

The expert was very good with
my seven year old son, sharing
knowledge in a child friendly
manner. We had a great time.
—Alison Somers,
birdwatching for children
20
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Below:
wildlife safaris

Highlights of the 2018 events programme included
a Bird and Dinosaurs event in conjunction with
the Dippy on Tour Project, the Seaton Wetlands
summer holiday club, a sunny day for Wild Day on
The Maer and the return of hilarious Pantaloons,
outdoor theatre company to Exmouth.
The team was represented at events across the
district, including the Exmouth Festival and Natural
Seaton. Unfortunately the Heath Week Family
Festival was cancelled due to gale force winds. The
Velo Vintage bike ride again passed through Seaton
Wetlands bringing over 120 vintage cyclists to the
site for afternoon tea!

98%

99%

rated the event
as very good
or fairly good

61%

felt the event was
very or fairly good
for money

2,700

booked a place using the
online booking system (an
120% increase)

participants

120

events (33 of which
delivered with partners)

▼ Where have people
attending events come from?
Info via online booking form
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Marketing and
interpretation
An update social media,
signage and literature

22
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Left: the
Countryside team
being presented
with the Green
Flag Award

By TIM DAFFORN
Countryside Team Leader (People)

Left: new
interpretation
at Knapp Copse

Below: new signage at Seaton
Wetlands and Exmouth

2018 has seen a roll out of
upgrades across our sites.
Knapp Copse Local Nature Reserve has had two new
interpretation maps installed at each entrance along with
new way-marker posts at four locations to sign the East
Devon Way and the circular walk. New site signage has
also been created for our three community orchards in
Axminster, Exmouth and Budleigh Salterton.
Seaton Wetlands has had new tourist signs installed
along the A3052 and a welcome banner constructed in
the main car park. Disabled parking bays have also been
installed at the bottom of the area. All these additions
contributed to the site being awarded the Green Flag
Award for the second year running.
▼ Increase in social media following
between Jan and Dec 2018

42%

up from
1,130 to 1,614

24%

up from
2,008 to 2,497

95%

up from
522 to 1,020

15

new videos
uploaded
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Health and
wellbeing
The Countryside team provide
sites and experiences to
improve health and wellbeing

24
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Left: Yoga at
Seaton Wetlands

By TIM DAFFORN
Countryside Team Leader (People)

Everything we do is integral
to people’s quality of life.
In addition to our new wellbeing events we have
continued to welcome ‘Walking for health’ groups
to Seaton Wetlands and many of our other
reserves are regularly used as destinations for
the thriving programme run by LED leisure.

Encouraging residents
of all backgrounds
and abilities to benefit
from access to nature
This year we have begun a partnership with
Age UK Devon along with Active Devon and their
Connecting Actively with Nature scheme. This has
seen a new Outdoors Club at Seaton Wetlands
being set up for over 55’s. This project links nature
and being active to help participants to enjoy the
best of Seaton Wetlands and improve their health.
The club involves short walks and outdoor activity
sessions, such as campfire cooking, bird ringing
demonstration and nature crafts. With the help
of volunteers from Age UK Devon this project
will run across the Winter.
Finally we must not forget that our volunteer
programme (see page 26) enables hundreds
of people to engage in practical and social
opportunities on our sites, activities that also
contribute hugely to people’s wellbeing.

Wild Exmouth
We are delighted to announce
that the Heritage Lottery
have awarded the Countryside
team an ‘Our Heritage’ grant
to enable the Wild Exmouth
project to go ahead. We have
also received match funding
from Exmouth Town Council.
This exciting three year project
will deliver wildlife and access
improvements across green
spaces, develop volunteering
opportunities, improve mapping
and information for residents,
along with providing a new
events programme to give people
more outdoor opportunities.
2019 and beyond will be an
exciting one for the wildlife
and residents of Exmouth.
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Volunteering
Volunteers continue
to play a vital role
in the delivery of
Countryside services

Image: Volunteer
summer social event
at Stuart Line Cruises

This year
volunteers have
dedicated over
5,000 hours to
the service.
26
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5,000+
hours dedicated

£4,500

raised to help maintain
Seaton Wetlands

The Wild East Devon team are extremely grateful
to have the support of 121 active volunteers. This
year the volunteers have dedicated over 5,000
hours to the service. The hours of dedication,
knowledge and enthusiasm contributed towards
the team helps us to conserve the environment
and provide exciting events throughout the year.

By ELEANOR TAYLOR
Information and Events Officer
Seaton Wetlands
At Seaton Wetlands the
Tuesday Task Force has made
improvements to Seaton Marshes
reserve including new fencing
and boardwalk and reed
mace clearance. They have
also worked in partnership
with the Axe Vale and District
Conservation Society to extend
the Borrow Pit path, built bird
box kits for events and worked
with the rangers to prepare
the site for working conducted
by Western Power Distribution
throughout July.

121

active
volunteers

The Discovery Hut volunteers
have supported a record breaking
year of visitors to Seaton
Wetlands. They have opened
the Discovery Hut Saturday to
Monday throughout the year and
during the week to cover school
holidays (including opening every
day in August) generating over
£4,500 towards Seaton Wetlands.
They have seen an increase in
the number of people hiring
the Tramper (off-road mobility
scooter) and conducted over 100
visitor surveys.
East Devon Conservation
Volunteers
Celebrated five years of
volunteering at nature reserves
across the district! They
supported the ranger in tree
planting and caring for trees
at Knapp Copse, installed

new fencing at Trinity Hill and
Holyford Woods and continued
to clear scrub and invasive
species to promote bio-diversity.
A joint volunteering day with
the East Devon Conservation
Volunteers, RSPB and Devon
County Council helped to clear
scrub and invasive species to
restore heathland at White Cross
picnic site near Ottery St Mary.
Other volunteer news
An increasing number of school
students have contacted the
team and become involved in
volunteering as part of their
Duke of Edinburgh award
and to enhance their CV. The
team has been supported by
corporate volunteers from
Xylem. New volunteer roles
include the recruitment of
volunteers in Exmouth to
support the work of the South
East Devon Habitat Regulations
Rangers as they inforce the
Exe Estuary Wildlife Refuge.
Volunteers have continued
to support events, care for
hides, check stock and conduct
important wildlife surveys.
A sunny summers evening
was spent on a Stuart Line
Cruise with over 50 volunteers
celebrating the start of the
busy summer season across
East Devon. The end of season
bash at Beer Quarry Caves
was also popular and everyone
enjoyed learning about the
caves history and the bats
which live there now.
We are as ever extremely
grateful to each of our volunteers
who have helped us to achieve
so much this year!

Below: Discovery
Hut volunteers

Below: East Devon
Conservation
Volunteers celebrating
five years of service
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A final
word
Reflection on the
year from Councillor
Marcus Hartnell and
Charlie Plowden

28
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By CLLR MARCUS HARTNELL
Deputy Environment Portfolio Holder

This annual report demonstrates some of the
outstanding work the Wild East Devon team and
their dedicated volunteers carry out to provide
an outstanding environment for residents, visitors
and wildlife. The expertise and enthusiasm
of the team makes a valuable and important
contribution towards the council’s health and
wellbeing aims. The team’s hard work and
dedication shouldn’t be underestimated, and
their presence across the district demonstrates
the varied ways we can all benefit from exploring
our beautiful countryside.

By CHARLIE PLOWDEN
Countryside Service Manager
For me the most impressive aspect of the
Countryside team’s work is that every year there
are new and exciting projects and events which
mean we never stand still. Often they show the
breadth and diversity of our remit such as the
water vole reintroduction project on the Seaton
Wetlands or the recently awarded Heritage
Lottery Funded Wild Exmouth project. These two
projects, brand new for 2018 show East Devon
District Council’s deep commitment to protecting
our most precious and endangered wildlife on
our nature reserves and also that we have a
responsibility for making sure we look after and
involve all our local communities in helping to
improve our valuable urban green spaces. For me,
it is both inspiring and very rewarding knowing
that as a team we are making a genuine difference
here in East Devon’s outstanding environment.
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Our nature
reserves

KNAPP COPSE

A hidden gem just outside
Honiton, offering a choice of
walks. Discover a variety of
habitats and take in views of
Roncombe valley. Make sure
take your wellies, this hilly na
reserve can be muddy!

From ancient woods to stunning heaths
and wetland havens, our nature reserves
are free to visit and explore.

Free on-site
parking
Nearest postcode:
EX10 OQG
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Honiton Bot
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Nature Rese
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Feniton

EXETER

Clyst
St Mary

30

A3052

2

Sidmouth

31

RIVER EXE

THE
EXE TRAIL

2

Nearest postcode
EX8 1DG

Exmouth

FIRE BEACON HILL
With stunning views over Sidmouth, this
is an ideal spot for a picnic. Look out for
reptiles including adders and common
lizards which can be seen in the heathland.
Free car parking
available at the end
of East Hill Strips
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Budleigh
Salterton

Delderfield
Community
Nature Reserve

The
Co
Na

EXMOUTH
TO BUDLEIGH
CYCLE TRAIL

1

3

30

Newton
Poppleford

B3179

M5

Located behind the beach this remnant
sand dune is perfect for dog walkers
and families. Explore the play trail and
enjoy the sea air. Visit Exmouth Local
Nature Reserve situated a short drive
away from the hustle and bustle of town
on the Exe Estuary. Watch a variety of
rare birds from the viewpoints.
Payable parking
on-site

3

R IVE

THE MAER AND
EXMOUTH

Ottery
St Mary

Cranbrook
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Nearest postcode
EX10 0ND
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SEATON
WETLANDS

Enjoy nearly 4k of trails a
the Axe Estuary. Walk or
through, stopping at the b
to discover more. The per
for a picnic, surrounded b
in the heart of the wetlan
On-site parking
Toilets inc accessible
and baby change
Accessible for
wheelchair/pushchair
Off-road scooter
available to hire (must
book in advance)
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TRINITY HILL
Just outside of Axminster, this site
offers fantastic views over the valley,
great for walkers and those looking
for a picnic spot. Keep an eye out
for reptiles and rare ‘nightjars’ which
can sometimes be heard during
the summer months. This is an
International Dark Sky reserve
and great for star gazing.

national
Sky reserve

BLACKDOWN HILLS
AREA OF OUTSTANDING
NATURAL BEAUTY

A30

ttom
y
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Axminster

Free on-site
parking
Free on-site
Nearest
postcode:
Free on-site
parking
EX13
5SS
parking
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SOUTH WEST
COAST PATH

International
Dark Sky reserve
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DEVON WAY
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EAST DEVON AREA
OF OUTSTANDING
NATURAL BEAUTY

AX
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Honiton

5
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Uplyme
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Regis

4

Branscombe

t and data
Map © Crown Copyrigh

alongside
r cycle
bird hides
rfect spot
by wildlife
nds.
Discovery Hut available
for information and
refreshments: 10am
to 4pm, Sat to Mon
No dogs (except
assistance dogs
Nearest postcode:
EX12 2SP

base rights 2018 Ordnanc

e Survey 100023746 getm

apping

5
HOLYFORD
WOODS
Discover circular walking routes
at this unspoilt site. Listen to
birdsong, be amazed at the carpet
of colourful spring flowers and
explore this ancient wooded valley.
Free car parking available at
the top of Seaton Down Road
postcode: parking
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A final word
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